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From The  eDitor

The Pen UndergroUnd … What did You do With Your Pens Today?

I’ve participated in many barroom conversations at pen shows focused on the 
future of the hobby of pen collecting. As editor of this magazine I’ve run an article by a well-
known collector musing on just that topic. And, for the most part, these are dark conversations 
wondering if the hobby has a future at all. I’m sure that I’ve uttered that exact thought myself 
after a beverage or two.

But, recently, I’ve begun to find evidence of a spring in the landscape of bleak mid-winter. 
Like daffodils pushing up through the snow, I’ve found a new generation of pen freaks and geeks 
who are unabashed in their joy when it comes to writing instruments. And, even more than that, 
they are using their pens. To write letters. To other people. Everyday. Sometimes even people 
they don’t know! 

So, where, you might ask is this “Pen Underground” of resistance fighters bravely resisting 
the tide of e-mail and electronica? Well, they’re on the Internet. Yep, that’s right. They are out 
there in the Blogosphere and they are having an absolute ball writing about how much they 
love pens.

I took a weekend last month (hmmm, that sounds like a Jimmy Buffet song) and spent some 
time searching out the various pen-related blogs I could find. These are not the ones you’ll find 

on websites related to selling pens, such as those of Richard Binder and Rick Propas—fine though those may be. No, these were just 
folk out there who love their pens. And my quick search found well over two dozen sites all about pens, writing instruments, letter 
writing, mail art and all sorts of other things you can do with your pens. And, somewhat to my surprise, many of these folks are using 
fountain pens. Some are even using vintage fountain pens—lots of Esties out there in the Blogosphere.

And while two dozen websites is a small number compared to, say, the number of ones on various right- and left-wing political con-
spiracy theories, it is far more than you’d have found five years ago. And, judging from the dearth of gray hair in the profile pictures of 
these bloggers, they may well be much younger than the average age of the folks I’ve sat in those hotel lobby bars with at pen shows.

I’ve found blogs dedicated to low-end office pens—such as rollerballs, Sharpies and the like (officesupplygeek.com). I found websites 
where the bloggers were methodically working their way through every color of Diamine ink and posting pictures of ink swatches and 
discussing how each color compared to ones of similar hues from other manufacturers (all-my-hues.livejournal.com). Looking for a pen 
pal? How about We Love Snail Mail (welovesnailmail.webs.com).

By the way, letter writing, mail art and related topics make up a complete subcategory of websites related to writing instruments. 
They are sites where you can find a pen pal or just look at some amazing works of mail art (a category I’d never thought of before this 
quest began) that various bloggers have sent or received. Many of these enthusiasts make their own envelopes and small, elaborately 
decorated packages to send to their friends. I’m amazed at how some of them seem to survive handling in the mail when they are sent 
internationally. And, again, many of these bloggers are using fountain pens as well as an array of markers, ballpoints, rollerballs, brush 
pens, pencils and other writing tools. I even received a letter from one of these enthusiasts that used a dip pen. 

The common thread on all of these sites, if such a thing exists, is that there is a joy in putting ink to paper. And while these are a 
minority, we must remember that even in the glory days of fountain pens in the last century, the most used writing instrument in the 
U.S. remained the pencil. Pens are never going to be the writing instrument of choice for the vast majority. But, judging by what my 
short weekend journey discovered, the thrill of ink on the page is still there for a select minority of us.

So, I’ve included a smattering of the websites I found in a sidebar to this rambling (see page 4). Check out some of these sites and do 
your own Googling (or Binging as the case may be) to see what you come up with. And, these bloggers all link you out to many other 
bloggers from their sites. You’ll find all kinds of pen-related places out there and, who knows, you might even make some new friends 
and find a pen pal!

Richard Jarvis
Managing Editor
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Dear Editor,

Congratulations on another excellent issue of The Pennant. I especially loved the 

cover layout displaying items of three different centuries.

I enjoyed reading the articles by Mike Walker. His “Observations on the Social 

Hazards of Being a Fountain Pen Collector” reflected my feelings exactly about 

my pen collection. 

Sincerely,

John A Finkbiner,  Winter Haven, Fla.

Tom and Dede:

 Thanks for your work on my articles in the recent issue of The Pennant, and 

thanks for including them.  I was pleased with the layout on the “Instructive 

Imprint” article.  In fact the art in the whole issue was well done.

I thought the article on inks was especially attractive with all the color from 

the ink bottles making the article really come alive.  I thought the cover art was 

also outstanding.  I think that was your photo, Tom.

 Thanks for the work both of you do for the pen community.

 Mike Walker

Dear Sir, 

You indicated on page three that the pen on your front cover are Aikin Lambert 

& Leroy Fairchild dip pens....however, a  look with a loupe on the nib you 

will see it is a Edward Todd!!!!! Not the others. Please l let me know if I am 

right.  Thank you. By the way, it’s a great issue.      

John Mcloug

John-

Thanks for the kind words on the current Pennant. The pens on the cover are indeed Edward Todd and 

Leroy W. Fairchild.

    I must confess you are the only person I am aware of who has resorted to reading The Pennant with 

a loupe; Pennant readers are a determined lot! Hopefully we won’t drive you to pull out your loupe to 

read future issues of the magazine. On that topic, however, let me suggest that 

if you have some knowledge or interest in the area of dip pens (or loupes!) we 

are always looking for authors to write pieces for The Pennant...something to 

think about.

     Thanks,

     Tom Rehkopf, Associate Editor, The Pennant
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Pens, inks and writing instruments

The Dizzy Pen
 dizzypen.livejournal.com

An Inkophile’s Blog
 inkophile.wordpress.com

Inks Nibs and Paper
 inksnibspaper.wordpress.com

Inky Journal
 inkyjournal.blogspot.com

The Pen Addict
 www.penaddict.com

The Pen and Ink Journal
 www.penandink-journal.com

The Pen Archives
 penarchives.blogspot.com

A Penchant for Paper
 apenchantforpaper.blogspot.com

Whatever
 okami-whatever.blogspot.com
 www.everydaycorrespondence.com

Every Day Should be a Red Letter Day
 redletterdayzine.wordpress.com

Good Night Little Spoon
 goodnightlittlespoon.blogspot.com

Letters and Journals
 lettersandjournals.blogspot.com

Letter Writers Alliance
 16sparrows.com/LWA/alliance.html

The Missive Maven
 missivemaven.blogspot.com

We Love Snail Mail
 welovesnailmail.webs.com

Postcards

The Benevolent Postcard Society
 benevolentpostcardsociety.blogspot.com

A Postcard a Day
 apostcardaday.blogspot.com

PostMuse
 postmuse.blogspot.com

Vintage Verve
 www.cpaphilblog.com

Miscellaneous

Office Supply Geek
 officesupplygeek.com

Pentamento
 pentamento.blogspot.com

Spiritual Evolution of the Bean
 www.biffybeans.com

Pen-Related Blog Sites
The list below is by no means comprehensive. Your own searching and visiting these blogs are likely 

to turn up many more choices. You’ll find that many of these are intensely personal in their approach. 

Some bloggers may be simpatico with your outlook while others are just not “right” for you. And, 

as always, the Internet is a fluid and ever-changing place. Sites come and go. All of these sites were 

checked and current as of early November 2009. We only included blogs that showed a consistent 

updating and ones that had been recently updated as of our checking them out. And, yet, with all of 

that noted, you may still find some of these sites are not there when you go to check them out.
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teChnotes
A Turn of The ThreAds By viCtor Chen

There are usually four major segments to any repair on a pen filling system: take 
the pen apart; check for damages; if necessary, look for or make part(s); and, finally, 
put the pen back together. These four distinct activities can apply to just about 
any mechanical device. A pen that opens up easily, with no damage to mechanical 
system such as lever filler, can have the sac replaced and be put back together in 
quick order. Over the years I see few of these pens since there are many folks in 
the pen community who can do this kind of work. When I do see one, it is likely to 
be a Wahl with the metal jacket inside the barrel or Coronets with crazing on the 
celluloid ink window. These are very hard pens to take apart, yet once apart, the rest 
of the repair is a simple sac job. Much of my time is spent on pens that are screwed 
together, and most of these turn out to be pistons.

A short thread on threads 
I happen to enjoy things that use threads to hold them 
together. Threads are such an elegant solution to hold parts 
together. It saddens me to think that we seem to be gradually 
moving away from the era of threads to one in which devices 
are snapped, riveted or clipped together, resisting efforts to 
take them apart without damage. For those who might be 
interested, there is a good read on the subject of screws by 
Witold Rybczynski entitled One Good Turn: A Natural 
History of the Screwdriver and the Screw.  

In pens, the materials that are screwed together can make 
a difference on how well they unscrew. A hard-rubber sec-
tion screwed on a celluloid barrel is a really 
good pairing because these materials don’t 
interact with each other. The problem often 
lies in the sealant material such as shellac 
that crystallizes over 30-plus years. When 
applying heat, instead of softening the seal-
ant and allowing the threads to unscrew, the 
crystallized dust particles don’t soften, but, 
rather, clog the threads and will not allow 
them to release. It is unwise to directly heat 
the celluloid, because it tends to shrink with 
multiple applications of heat, making the 
threads even tighter. But heating of the sec-
tion allows the threads inside the barrel to 
expand. Do this a couple of times a day over 
3-4 days will create a couple of tens of thou-
sandths of an inch clearance and, thus, will 
allow the threads to come apart. Before doing 
this, be sure to f lush out as much ink as pos-
sible from the barrel first because dried ink is 
a very good adhesive. 

Hard rubber threads mated to hard rub-
ber almost always come apart with heat. High 

Waterman broken barrel.

Repaired Waterman with cap off.
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heat and high torque can distort hard rubber and, if that starts to 
happen, stop and reheat the parts, which will return them to their 
original shape. Metal can mate well with celluloid, but it depends on 
whether the metal will corrode in the presence of moisture and oxy-
gen. Aluminum can do that, as well as most steel. Brass and stainless 
steel can corrode, but it takes a long time and usually requires some 
mild acidic agent. 

Whatever compound Parker used for their Vacumatic filler turns 
out to be moderately resistant to corrosion. A tight Parker filler usu-
ally means the celluloid has shrunk. 

Metals mate well with acrylics, but acrylics mated with acryl-
ics can cause binding if the threads are very tight and these can be 
hard to open up. Once those threads release, the parts spin right 
off.  Metal-on-metal threads, other than aluminum, work very well 
together. The advantage of metal-on-metal threads is that a higher 
torque can be used to unscrew them—balanced by the disadvantage 

that these threads can be tighter than 
non-metal ones. 

There are countless ways in which 
to screw two parts together, such 
as using a reverse thread as seen in 
Pelikans and pens from several other 
makers, or using a different pitch and 
thread profile for waterproofing, but 
this is enough on threads for now. 

Back to repairs
Returning to repairs, the next step is 
to check for damage. I group damage 

into major and minor categories. The minor ones include cracks, 
chips, divots, burns, tooth marks, loose or tight threads and various 
distortions. In other words, other than some surface issues, the pen 
is inherently intact. Even though I call these minor damages, they 
can take time and skill to repair. Major damage means the pen is 
broken apart and the repair involves making or modifying parts to 
make the pen whole again. The accompanying photographs show 
some current examples of major damage repairs. 

The first is a Waterman 0352, where the barrel is broken at the 
sleeve. I have several 52 barrels in the parts bins, most of them with 
the lever boxes taken out for repairs in other pens. I am going to make 
a lap joint (that’s what they call them in woodworking) and slide a 
replacement piece of the donor barrel into the sleeved barrel. The lap 
joint looks like an “L” lying on its side and another “L” f lipped over 
sliding into it. I use soft jaws on the lathe headstock to avoid marking 
the gold-plated barrel sleeve. I then use an inside cutter to make the 
bottom of the “L.” A 5 mm cut is deep enough to hold the replace-

ment part solidly in place. Then I measure the donor barrel 
with an extra 5mm and then cut the upper part of the “L”  
The reason I cut in this order is because I want to see how 
much I am cutting off the donor barrel, rather than try a fine 
fitting while cutting inside the sleeved barrel. I fit the donor 
barrel segment on a drill bit of the appropriate size to give it 
both support and rigidity. Given the ample amount of sur-
face to apply adhesive, I use 2-ton epoxy to join the two parts 
together. Finally the parts are clamped and left for a couple of 
days to allow the epoxy to cure.  

The next example is a clipless Parker 360 that looks like 
the inside of the pen was solidly held together by dried ink. 
I don’t think anyone reading this column would use regular 
pliers to twist the pen apart. But the owner of the pen did 
just that, twisting the barrel and section coupling out of the 
section and damaging both the barrel and cap, only to find 
the rest of the section firmly seated inside the cap. To make 
matters worse, pliers were used on the converter nipple to try 

Repaired Waterman with cap.on.

Parker 360 with broken section.
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and pull the rest of the section out of the cap. I soaked the cap for 
several days and once the ink got loose, the rest of the section came 
out. The pen looked like a basket case, but then, in checking out the 
parts, I realized that other than marks from pliers, the pen could be 
put back together with only a new nipple. I found a long nipple on 
a parts section, much quicker than making one out of hard rubber, 
drilled the damaged one out and glued the new one in. When the 
adhesive had cured, I glued in the section/barrel coupling and the 
pen looks ok for a user. 

The last two examples pose different problems. The Parker “51” 
with stainless steel cap and barrel had a significant sized hole cause 
by crushing the end of the barrel almost head on—can’t imagine 
what would cause that kind of damage. I used a round dapping tool 
to reform the end of the barrel but the problem now was how to fill 
the hole. I’m pretty sure that soldering is the way to go. There are 
a whole range of solders from acid or rosin core, to regular solder 
with different compositions of tin and lead, to silver and gold solder. 
I used medium or hard silver, but I don’t have the f lux for stainless 
steel. Flux cleans the soldering surface to allow the solder to adhere. 
The finished job is going to have to wait until I get the f lux. I’m 
going to dome a thin piece of silver, tin (put a layer of solder on a 
surface) the inside top of the barrel and solder everything together 
with enough of a soldering layer to cover the hole, then clean up the 
barrel on the lathe. 

Finally, I’ve included a photo showing a cut-away shot of the filler 

knob and piston spindle used in many MB 149s. I thought some of 
you may want to see how this filler knob works. The reason this is a 
major damage is that without a filler knob/piston spindle the piston 
is not going to work. Over the years I’ve gotten damaged filler knobs 
with good spindles and broken spindles with good knobs. Getting 
out a good spindle from a damaged knob is easy: cut the knob in half 
and take out the spindle. Spindles are held in place in at least two 
ways: either a press fit collar as in the photo or a C-shaped spring 
that works like a collar. To get the spring out, I drill a small space 
next to the side of the spring with a dental tool and pry the spring 
out. For the collar, I use a f lat end tap to cut threads, heat the knob 
and pull it out. 

Sometimes it is easier said to reassemble in the reverse order 
of how it came apart than to actually do it. A lot of time can pass 
between disassembly and reassembly and I probably worked on a 
number of pens in between. Taking digital photos is a good idea, but 
I don’t need to do that since I know how most pens fit together. With 
an unusual pen, what I do is to remember how a particularly dif-
ficult part disassembles, by looking at the whole part very carefully 
and partially refitting it several times to remember how it goes. The 
important thing is to never force a part in place out of frustration. 
Walk away and you’ll be surprised how easy that job is an hour later.    

Good luck with your pen repairs, and happy pen hunting.

All rights reserved by the author.

Repaired Parker 360.

Parker “51” damaged barrel end.

Montblanc 149 filler knob.
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At first glance, a “SOLAR” marked 
pen would not attract any special atten-
tion, as it looks much like other black 
chased hard rubber lever filling pens made 
in the early years of the 20th Century.  
As I will show a bit later, in 1914 at least 
6230 “SOLAR” pens existed, but I have 
only encountered two examples over the 
past several years (Fig. 1).

When the pen in Fig. 1 appeared four 
years ago in an online forum discussion 
related to the Kraker Pen Co., I was very 
curious to learn more. I live in the Kansas 
City, Mo., metropolitan area and have 
been researching Kansas City’s home 
town pen company for several years. So, 
where did a “SOLAR” pen with a clip 
stamped with the Kraker Clip patent 
date come from? The imprint has no city 
or state identity and only shows a patent 
number, 778,407, issued to Charles. A. 
Faber of Toledo, Ohio, on Dec. 27, 1904.

The Faber patent was for the filler, a 
sort of integrated matchstick where the 
lever, when lifted to a vertical position, 
became the “matchstick” and was pressed 
straight down to depress the sac and fill 
the pen.  An interesting feature, but one 
patented 10 years before and miles away 
from the Kraker Pen Co. (Fig. 2).

Next for investigation was the clip 
stamped with “PAT. 9-22-14”. On that 
date the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office issued Patent 1,111,501 to Albert 
Scheible and Patent 1,111,469 to George 

Fig. 1. Solar BCHR with 
Kraker patent clip.

Fig. 2. Faber patent filler 
raised to vertical for 
filling.

Fig. 3. Kraker BCHR with 
Kraker-Clip, patented 
9/22/14.

Shining Some Light on the Solar Pen Company of Kansas City
By Dennis Bowden
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Fig 4. Detail from Kraker Pen Co. Articles of Incorporation.

M. Kraker. Both patents were assigned to the Kraker Pen Co., 
Kansas City, Mo., a Missouri corporation. It is not possible for 
me to tell which of those two patents is the one cited on the clip, 
as they vary little and only by the internal means of attachment 
to the cap. For simplicity, I just refer to the 9-22-14 date as the 
Kraker Clip patent date. An example of a Kraker pen with the 
9-22-14 Kraker Clip is shown in Fig. 3.

It  was not unt i l  I  obta ined copies of  the Ar t ic les  of 
Incorporation of the Kraker Pen Co., filed September 25, 1914, 
from the Missouri Secretary of State that the connection between 
“SOLAR” pens and the Kraker Pen Co. was revealed (Fig. 4).

Three thousand six hundred and ninety “SOLAR” pens, valued 
at $2,656.80, plus 2,540 more without nibs, valued at $1,320.80, 
were part of one of the original incorporator’s capital contribution 
to the new corporation, but which one? The most likely candidate 
would be J. ( Joseph) A. Kraker, brother of George M. Kraker, 

since neither of the other two original incorporators had a contri-
bution of the value placed on the “SOLAR” pens. Joseph A. Kraker 
owned 79% of the Kraker Pen Co. at the time of incorporation and 
later testified, in the lawsuit that led to the demise of the Kraker 
Pen Co., that prior to incorporation, he was the sole proprietor of 
The Kraker Pen Co. He also testified that he had received pens, 
parts, furniture and accounts receivable from his brother George 
in repayment of a debt and it may well be that the “SOLAR” pens 
came from that lot. 

The “SOLAR” pen mystery was only one of many surround-
ing the short life of the Kraker Pen Co., and others wait to 
be solved. By the way, if any readers know the location of any 
of the “PLANET” pens mentioned in the Kraker Articles of 
Incorporation, please contact me.   ✍

All rights reserved by the author.

Shining Some Light on the Solar Pen Company of Kansas City
By Dennis Bowden
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I entered Sengbusch in my computer and began to find bits and pieces of infor-
mation. I learned that the proper name for the company is The Sengbusch Self-Closing 
Inkstand Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I found a vast number of inkwells for sale 
and I found I was really going to have to dig to turn up what information I could. My 
pictured inkwell has the following information on the base: “Sengbusch; No. 48; Pt. No. 
1949493; Made in USA”. I entered the patent number in the Google patent search and 
found my inkwell. In the description, Gustav Sengbusch says that the patent “has partic-
ular reference to the construction of inkwells designed for mounting in school desks and 
for like purposes.” Portions of this patent accompany this article. Susan Wirth advised 
that she had found about 20 patents for Sengbusch. These included improvements on his 
original invention, a dip pen with its own feed (Dip-A-Day), desk sets which were fed by 
an upturned ink bottle, the Handi-Pen and other desk sets which allowed the pen to set 
in ink. There is even a 1932 patent for an inkwell designed to fill fountain pens. 

One of the first articles I found was written by Joanne K. Demski, in the Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel. She obtained information from an unspecified 1929 newspaper article 
that noted Gustav J. Sengbusch was a bookkeeper at a Milwaukee wholesale house. One 
day in the early 1900’s an inkstand was upset on a ledger page that had taken him hours to 
complete. As the result of this he decided to design an inkstand that could not be spilled. 
This was the start of the Sengbusch Self-Closing Inkstand Company. Sengbusch was the 
president and his wife, Hattie, was vice president. Susan Wirth advised that Sengbusch 
came from a family of bookkeepers and clerks, including his father. He understood the 
value of an inkwell that would not tip over and would allow one-hand access to the ink, 
as well as one that would prevent ink evaporation. The Sengbusch inkwell could also be 
used with both India and water-based ink. By 1929 the firm manufactured 23 different 
types of inkstands and employed about 50 people. In addition to inkstands, the firm 
made pens, lamps and radios at a plant located at 2222 W. Clybourn St. in Milwaukee. 
The plant closed in the late 1970s.

The next obvious place to check was the Society of Ink Well Collectors (www.soic.
com). In their response, they indicated they had little more information than what I 
already had. They referred me to the Demski article, and also indicated that they had a 
number of company catalogs. None of the catalogs listed corporate information.

I had found a reference linking the Sengbusch Company to the Century of Progress 
(Chicago Worlds Fair) of 1933. In pursuing this, I came upon the University of Illinois 
Archives, Century of Progress Records. I learned that in Series I: General Correspondence 
1927-1937, Box 47, Folder 1-13370, was a document on the Sengbusch Self-Closing Ink 
Stand Company.  I contacted the University Library, University of Illinois at Chicago 
in search of this material. I received a response from Valerie Harris, Assistant Special 
Collections Librarian. She advised me that there were four pages of correspondence to a 
Mr. Scheaffer of the Sengbusch Company.

The first letter, dated July 17, 1931, and signed by a Mr. William Dawes, advises the 
Sengbusch Company that “the office equipment industry should be properly represented, 

An Inkwell and a Mystery
by William J. Cowell Jr.

I had not paid much attention to 

inkwel ls . Of course I had seen 

Sengbusch inkwells as they are ubiq-

uitous. It seems many antique shops 

and everyone who sells vintage pens 

has one or more  for sale. So, I was 

not surprised when I found the pic-

tured inkwell for sale in the antique/

second-hand shop. What I found 

unusual was that the inkwell was dif-

ferent from other Sengbusch models 

I had seen—It is not glass. Further, it 

was cheap and so, as matter of curi-

osity, I bought it. As I like to learn 

about things I acquire, I figured I 

could check the internet on this one. 

This effort to seek information on 

the company and its products led me 

down some interesting paths. Thus 

begins the story.

The Sengbusch Self-Closing Inkstand Company
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An Inkwell and a Mystery
by William J. Cowell Jr.

and we cordially invite you to participate.” Mr. Dawes then 
solicits information on their display requirements. 

The next letter, dated Dec. 24, l931, signed by a Mr. A.C. 
Martin, is a cover letter sending the Sengbusch company 
information on the office equipment pavilion. Some cost fig-
ures are included and the cost of two separate exhibit booths 
is $1,000 and $1,250 respectively. As a historical note, this 
was quite a sum in 1933. 

Apparently the Sengbusch Company did not respond to 
these letters, because the next letter, dated Feb. 20, 1933, 
signed by E.S. Porter, reminds them that the fair is rapidly 
nearing completion but that “There are still a few desirable 
spaces left in choice locations.” 

The final letter, dated March 6, 1933, signed by W.S. 
McHenry, tells the company that there is some space avail-
able and offering the company space “for the display and sale 
of Mucilage Fountain and Bottle which was formerly under 
the name of the Fre-Flo Manufacturing Company.” 

We do not have copies of any correspondence from the 
Sengbusch Company to the Century of Progress. However, 
we do know that, at some point, the company answered 
positively. In a book entitled “Official Guidebook Of The Fair 
(1933),” p. 179, under the list of Fair Exhibitors in the build-
ing run by The Reynolds Exhibits Corporation, we find the 
Sengbusch Self Closing Inkstand Co. 

   Someplace in my research I had come across a piece of infor-
mation that indicated that the Sengbusch Company had provided 
inkwells to the Supreme Court of the United States. Finding no 
other information on this, I wrote William K. Suter, MG US 
Army-Retired, Clerk of the Supreme Court, soliciting infor-
mation. Emily Rosolowski, Curatorial Assistant, Office of the 
Curator responded:

 “I can confirm for you that the Supreme Court did purchase 
Sengbusch inkstands for use on the Bench, on the Justices’ individual 
desks, and in the Justices Conference Room; however we have no 
record of whether or not the Court held a contract with the company 
to purchase these or any other inkstands. I can also tell you that we 
have in our collection three Sengbusch inkwells that had been origi-
nally purchased for the Court, plus one vintage inkwell to replace an 
original that had gone missing in the early 1990’s. The date for these 
inkwells is estimated to be in the early 1930’s.” 

The Court still uses Sengbusch Inkwells. In a follow-up e-mail, 
Ms. Rosolowski told me that the Supreme Court also still has 
Sengbusch inkwells that are placed on the Bench for each Justice 
when the Court is in session.

Running out of places to look for information, I decided to con-
tact the Milwaukee Public Museum. I received a quick response form 
Al Muchka, Associate Curator of American History. He checked 
the museum listings on small businesses in Milwaukee but could 
find nothing. He suggested I contact Steven Daily, Curator Research 
Collections, Milwaukee County Historical Society. Mr. Daily could 
find no information in the Society’s holdings, but did provide the fol-
lowing information from Milwaukee City Directories:

1905 - Gustave J. Sengbusch first year listed selling inkstands out 
of his home 885 11th Street.

The Sengbusch Self-Closing Inkstand Company

Opposite page: Airite Sengbusch radio.
Above: The August, 1936 issue of Radio Today had a feature on the 
Sengbusch Airite radio.
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1906 - Sengbusch operated out of the Montgomery Building, Room 310-312 on 
Michigan Street, at southeast corner and Milwaukee Street.

1915 - Sengbusch had moved to the Stroh Building, 3rd Floor, 165 Michigan.
1926 - Sengbusch had moved to 2218 Clybourn Street.
1931 - Sengbusch listed at 2222 W. Clybourn Street (City renumbered streets).
1978 - Sengbusch moved to 7635 W. Blue Mound Road
1979 - Sengbusch listed for the last time at 7635 W. Blue Mound Road
Among other miscellaneous information I obtained was the fact that Sengbusch 

had produced radios. There is a real lack of information about this radio, the “Airite 
Sengbusch” but it is mentioned on p. 17 in the August 1936 edition of Radio Today. 
a trade publication for those in the radio business. The radio had a pen and inkwell 
on the right side, a clock on the left side and the radio occupied the center. Sengbusch 
also had a U.S. patent for a combined lamp and desk set. A copy of a drawing for 
a Canadian patent 319774, February 16, 1932,  for a “Pen Support,” also shows 
Sengbusch‘s inventiveness.

I had noticed that Dan Reppert, Librarian, Pen Collectors of America (PCA), had 
Sengbusch catalogs in the PCA Library. I obtained copies of these from him. The cat-
alogs show inkstands of every shape and form: base sets for inkwells; a mucilage (glue) 
applier; the Ideal Sanitary Moistener (to moisten labels, envelopes, postage stamps, 

Left: The Antique Shop Sengbusch inkwell, various views.
Above: Sengbusch’s March 6, 1934 patent #1949493 for the school desk inkwell.
Opposite page, clock wise from top left: Sengbusch’s 1937 U.S. patent for a combined lamp and 
desk set; page 17 of Radio Today showing Sengbusch Airite radio, lower left of page.
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SengBuSch on the Bench
Author William Cowell has 
documented in his research 
on Sengbusch the fact that 
Sengbusch inkwells are known 
to be present on the bench at 
the Supreme Court. Collector 
Harvey Raider has had just such 
an inkwell in his collection for 
over 15 years. It is thought to be 
identical to the model supplied 
to the Supreme Court Justices. 
“Both pens are original and 
authentic Sengbusch dippers,” 
said Raider. “The pen with the 
pearl and black taper fits like it 
belongs. The other is not quite 
such a good fit. I keep looking, 
to no avail, for another with the 
pearl and black taper.”
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New PCA Board Members
lisa hanes has been collecting fountain pens for more than 12 
years, with a focus on Esterbrooks, as well as Sheaffer Skripserts. Health 

issues caused her to pull back for a 
few years from being active in the pen 
collecting community and attending 
shows. This will be Lisa’s second stint 
on the PCA board. She is glad to return 
to the hobby in full force and sees her 
focus on the board as helping maintain 
and expand the hobby, seeking to use 
the advantages of the digital age for the 
organization, and to serve members by 
improving communication. 

 

vanCe Koven is Senior Counsel 
at Comverse, a telecom industry company, 
and a composer of classical music (guess 
which of those pays the mortgage!). He has 
used fountain pens since childhood, but has 
been collecting for about ten years, mostly 
orange Parker Duofolds, brown Sheaffer 
Balances, Gehas, Morrisons and whatever 
else appeals. He lives in Boston, has one wife, three children, and one cat. 

aaron svaBiK, who is also the new vice president, says his jour-
ney began quite innocently 14 years ago with an anniversary gift. That 

gesture led to an accumulation of foun-
tain pens, and his tendency to be a tin-
kerer led him to establish Pentiques.
com in January 2000. What began as 
a hobby slowly grew into an extremely 
rewarding career. In May 2006, he took 
Pentiques.com full-time. He says suc-
cess lies in sound investment, which is 
why he seeks to educate and entertain 
with live streaming repair sessions and 
YouTube videos from pen shows and 
pen club events to attract new enthusi-
asts. As a board member, he says he will 
continue to invest in the existing com-
munity while cultivating a new genera-
tion of fountain pen lovers. 

etc.); Emeraline Desk Accessories, and the 
Kleradesk, an elaborate metal desk organizer 
in various configurations. Apparently one of 
the company’s major success items was the 
Handi-Pen Desk Set. This was a combina-
tion dip pen and inkwell so designed that the 
tip of the pen nib was always in ink. The ink 
was provided from the inkwell by capillary 
action to the pen nib. An additional com-
partment was provided to “absorb barometric 
pressure”. Thus the pen would write instantly 
when removed. 

So what happened to the Sengbusch Self-
Closing Inkstand Company? Susan Wirth 
advised that Gustav Sengbusch died some-
time between 1947 and early 1950. His wife, 
Hattie, died in January 1974. Their son, 
Fred G. Sengbusch, ran the company until 
it was dissolved. Here we have a company 
was in business for 74 years, well into the 
era when people had stopped using dip pens. 
Where are all the Handi-Pens, Emeraline 
Desk Accessories and No-Mar Rubber Base 
Sets? For that matter, where are the company 
records?  Probably either destroyed or mold-
ering forgotten in the back of some ware-
house. Why is there such a dearth of infor-
mation on this company? All these questions 
and more come to mind as I write this article. 
Perhaps some day, someone will discover 
more. Meanwhile, enjoy your Sengbusch 
inkstand and remember, “All is well—it’s a 
Sengbusch”.   ✍

All rights reserved by the author.

Sengbusch’s 1932 Canadian patent 
for a “pen support.”
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handwriting
 hAndwriTing’s hidden friend: The CompuTer by KATe glAdsTone

We who love pens and handwriting often use our hobby as 
a time machine. The ink stains on our fingers, the rubber sacs and 
glass bottles on our repair benches—all transport us back to a 
time when writing a letter meant writing it by hand. Throughout 
the Pen Age—as I call the several millennia from the invention of 
papyrus to the invention of the keyboard—a letter or memoran-
dum conveyed not merely its factual content, but also evidence of 
the writer’s aesthetic taste, education, and manual skill (as shown 
by choice of ink, paper, pen nib, and handwriting style). To an 
aficionado of pens and handwriting, the transition from reading a 
fellow aficionado’s “snail mail” to reading the day’s mass of typo-
graphically uniform e-mails can feel like sensory deprivation.

It might seem reasonable, then, for pen folk to decry modern 
technology and to denounce computers and the Internet as foes of 
handwriting. After all, more and more school administrators and 

teachers, in the U.S. and abroad, use the Cyber Age as a reason 
(or an excuse) to teach handwriting only minimally or not at all. 
However, the computer may be doing at least as much to improve 
handwriting as the computer (or any other technology) has ever 
done to degrade it.

To prove this surprising claim, I shall share some of my own 
experiences and observations as a handwriting instruction and 
remediation specialist.

At least one in four of my clients tell me their interest in hand-
writing began when they looked at the font menus of their com-
puters’ word-processing programs. Daily exposure to a wealth of 
choice in letter styles—including many beautifully executed fonts 
that emulate historical styles of handwriting and calligraphy—has 
spurred many a computer user to wonder, in the words of a college 
student I taught, “whether the same attractive visual effects could 

Inspiring images — handwriting worth searching for. 
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SPINpossibly be produced by hand.” (Call this the “back-door route” 
to an interest in handwriting improvement; rather as if someone 
began taking a daily walk in order to discover whether the human 
body could move from place to place without a car!)

Ever since the Internet became publicly accessible, websites 
devoted to handwriting styles and handwriting improvement have 
constituted one of the categories of sought-out websites. Ten years 
ago, it was very difficult to find handwriting instruction online. 
Within the past five years, it has steadily become easier and easier 
to find such sites, as much because of their increasing number as 
because of any improvement in search engines. Further, more and 
more of the recently established sites include increasingly sub-
stantial bodies of handwriting instruction, presentations of let-
ter examples, discussions of the pros and cons of various writing 
techniques, pens, pen positions, and so on. (For my own selection 
of some of the ’Net’s best handwriting instruction and examples 
see the site list at the end of this article.)

High-tech homes for handwriting now include the blogo-
sphere. The Internet now offers literally tens of thousands of 
“handwriting blogs”, composed partly or wholly in the blogger’s 
own handwriting (scanned and posted as graphics). Much of the 
handwriting is beautiful; almost all of it is at least legible. (No 
blogger wants readers asking “What did you write?”).

Five minutes of searching Google for images of handwriting (or 
images of any particular handwriting style) will yield more images 
of fine handwriting, from more sources, than people living before 
the Internet could have hoped to locate (or even to learn about) in 
days, weeks, or even months of pre-Internet research through librar-
ies, art collections, calligraphy exhibitions, or other non-electronic 
sources. For some of the available wealth, the accompanying photo 
shows five splendid examples which popped up in the first five sec-
onds of my Google Image search on the term “handwriting”.

Even our mobile phones now provide Cyber Age opportuni-
ties for handwriting improvement. Apple’s iPhone Store, for 
instance, currently offers 23 handwriting instruction applications 
(including applications for Japanese and Chinese calligraphy), 
along with 19 additional applications which allow taking hand-
written notes, and even sending handwritten messages, via their 
mobile phones. (A forthcoming iPhone application—slated for a 
November release—will teach Italic handwriting via the iPhone. 
The designer of that application has an ad in the current issue of 
The Pennant!)

So, the next time you hear people say that computers have 
extinguished handwriting, show them this article and direct them 
to the following web-sites for electronically connected scribes:

handwriting on the net: Resources listed alphabetically by 
website:

quilljar.users.btopenworld.com/handw.html
• The website of Christopher Jarman, a UK handwriting instruc-
tor whose excellent textbooks have gained wide use in the British 
Commonwealth. Valuable downloads here include Jarman’s chart 

of “Twelve Rules for Good Handwriting,” applicable to any style.
tinyURL.com/BriemHandwritingRepair

• Downloadable multimedia presentation of ten steps to improve 
handwriting – created by Gunnlaugur Briem, the designer of 
Iceland’s national handwriting curriculum.

tinyURL.com/LaOperina
• Downloadable reprint of a Renaissance-era handwriting manual 
that continues to inspire handwriters of today

BFHhandwriting.com
The website of Nan Barchowsky. Materials and downloads avail-
able here, or linked from here, include much Italic information 
as well as information useful to those seeking to improve their 
performance of non-Italic handwriting styles.

clubtype.co.uk
• For the font-minded: handwriting resources and downloads 
available here include a set of fonts specifically designed for use 
as customizable handwriting models accommodating various 
stylistic preferences. Purchasers of the font set also receive a free 
e-book by UK handwriting specialist Rosemary Sassoon of tips 
and hints for teaching and practicing handwriting.

fountainpennetwork.com/forum/index.php?showforum=12
• The Fountain Pen Network ’s Penmanship Forum. Here, pen-
dom’s masters and not-yet-masters of handwriting post their 
handwriting samples in a multitude of styles, ask for handwrit-
ing improvement advice, and provide feedback on each others’ 
efforts.

www.handwritingsuccess.com
• The website of Italic handwriting instructors Barbara Getty 
and Inga Dubay.

iampeth.com
• Website of the International Association of Master Penmen, 
Engrossers, and Teachers of Handwriting – contains numerous 
lessons and exemplars, mostly for styles of the past 400 years. 
Its excellence and comprehensive coverage make it one of the 
few non-Italic handwriting websites I recommend. If you yearn 
to write like a Founding Father (or Mother), to pen the script of 
a Gilded Age merchant or socialite, or to loop and swirl like an 
early twentieth century Palmer Method virtuoso – visit this site.

italic-handwriting.org
• The website of the Society for Italic Handwriting. Free materi-
als here include PDFs of recent issues of the Society’s quarterly 
journal, Writing Matters, along with a wealth of handwriting 
samples by skillful Italic handwriters past and present.

jp29.org
• James Pickering, expert on pens and penmanship history, 
teaches a formal Renaissance Italic hand online, The site includes 
a profusely illustrated blog.

monkeysee.com/swansbury
Nan Barchowsky’s free online series of handwriting improvement 
videos.    ✍

All rights reserved by the author.
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IF   you change ink, or change your pen as fre-
quently as I do, the question of how to get ink out 
of a pen is not insignificant. I have a patient and lov-

ing wife—and it’s a good thing that I do! For years our kitchen 
curtains had blue freckles on them, a ref lection of my taste for 
permanent blue/black ink, and frequent pen changes. The situ-
ation was exacerbated when I started taking in pens for repair. 
Now, while I can’t guarantee that this little gizmo will save your 
marriage, I can testify that it can aid in maintaining a degree of 
domestic tranquility.

Credit for the initial idea for the salad spinner centrifuge goes 
to the repair guys on the West Coast. A number of years ago I 

read a thread somewhere online where they tried a salad spinner 
to spin ink out of pens, but they used a piece of PVC pipe, with 
paper towels stuffed in the ends.  I wrote it off as too cumber-
some, and moved on. Too much bother. But then someone had 
a Parker Whirlclean on eBay. I had always assumed that the 
Whirlclean was motorized, but the pictures showed that it was 
hand cranked. The wheels started to turn, and the subject of this 
article was born.

The idea of the salad spinner centrifuge is simple—mount 
something to hold your pen in a basket, put the pen in the holder, 
close the lid, crank, and pull all of the ink out of your pen. Because 
the basket spins at a ratio of about 

Homemade 
Ink Slinger 
Removes Inky Remnants 
by Ron Zorn   

More  › › ›  22
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A cha nce  me e t i ng  at  t he 
Washington, D.C., Pen Show has 
led to a new partnership between the Pen 
Collectors of America and one of the nation’s leading 
museums for the preservation of the history of written 
communications, namely the Smithsonian National 
Postal Museum.

The 75,000-square-foot National Postal Museum, 
a part of the Smithsonian Institution, is on the lower 
level of the historic City Post Office Building nestled 
between the Capitol and the distinctive Beaux-Arts 
style Union Station in the Northeast quadrant of 
Washington, D.C. The PCA will co-host a Family 
Festival during National Letter Writing Month on 
May 29, 2010 (Memorial Day weekend).  

As part of this inaugural event partnering the 
Postal Museum and the PCA, members of the PCA 
will join museum volunteers and staff to educate and 
give museum visitors an unusual educational experi-
ence. The Postal Museum atrium will feature activi-
ties including handwriting demonstrations, Pens 
For Kids workshops, understanding the history of 
filling systems, contemporary pen design, engineer-

ing of fountain pens fill-
ing systems, Pennant give-

aways and, in culmination, visitors 
will link to the museum’s historical exhibits through 
a period Scavenger Hunt. The scavenger hunt will 
add the story of pens in America to the exhibitions, 
which focus on postal history and philately (stamp 
collecting).

Since 1993 the Postal Museum has told the story of 
postal and philatelic history. It is dedicated to the pres-
ervation, study, and presentation of postal history and 
philately, showcasing more than 5.9 million objects in 
its collection. With the event next May, the PCA will 
join the Smithsonian’s Secretary’s mission to “Inspire 
Generations through Knowledge and Discovery.” 
Erin M. Blasco, Public Programs Coordinator for the 
museum notes that adherence to high standards is crit-
ical when the Institution considers an organization or 
fellow museum to join them in a public program expe-

pCa Forges partnership with 
national postal museum
By Kim svabik

Top: Delivering Hope logo. Right, top: logo of National 
Postal Museum; Small canvas, big message—Yellowstone 
National Park; bottom, atrium of the National Postal 
Museum.
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pCa Forges partnership with 
national postal museum
By Kim svabik
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rience. The PCA joins the list of organizations that have partnered with the museum to present high quality education programs, including the 
US Postal Service and the American Philatelic Society.

how the partnership began
A discussion at the PCA Booth during the D.C. Pen Show began with a chance meeting with Postal Museum docent and pen collector, Tadas 
Osmolskis. During a family program about Victory Mail, Osmolskis decided to bring in some pens from the WWII era that could have been 
used to write V-Mail. He also brought in vintage ink that was marketed specifically for V-Mail use. The “Write Your Own V-Mail” station 
at the program came to life with the addition of historic pens. Grandparents shared memories, kids experienced a new sense of importance 
to their correspondence and, through it all, Osmolskis was there to explain how the pens worked and changed over time. It was a perfect 
example of how he and the other volunteers and staff members at the Postal Museum are keepers of decades of stories that are represented by 
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the exhibits throughout the museum. As is typical for the Smithsonian, exhibits are presented 
in a thought-provoking manner that goes beyond old papers and artifacts. Like a good letter, the 
exhibits in the museum tell stories.

There are, of course, larger than life exhibits of mail carrying vehicles of all sorts and ages. In 
the atrium, above the exhibits and visitors below, all, hang three planes suspended flight above the 
rafters. Below that, is a more earthbound exhibit of a horse with a red stagecoach pausing on its 
route while a nearby Railway Post Office car allows for hands-on exploration and a nearby Alaskan 
dogsled is filled with mailbags for distant villages and settlements. All so real you can almost hear 
the clomping of hooves and whirling propellers. Exhibit rooms are filled with Victory Mail from 
WWII, letters Amelia Earhart carried across nations and oceans, railroad postal carriers with 
their beloved canine mascot, Pony Express riders, and priceless philatelic collections—including 
hand-drawn Depression-era stamp designs from President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Guarding it all 
is, of course, the watchful bi-focaled eyes of Benjamin Franklin, a colonial-era postmaster and life-
long proponent of an efficient postal system in the colonies and, eventually, the new nation.

As pen collectors well know, any communication that ends with a stamp often features a 
pen, ink and stationery. Once the stamp is placed on the envelope, a tale begins as the words 
leave the hands of their writer and venture to the eyes of their recipient. The opportunity to 
join in and enrich the story told by the Smithsonian Postal Museum is both an honor and a 
privilege that the board of the PCA believes will encourage our members with the promise we 
are making fountain pen history, their use, and collecting enjoyment relevant to new audiences 
and younger generations.  ✍

All rights reserved by the author.

national postal museumnational postal museum

Left: Airplane display in the National Postal 
Museum atrium.
Right: V-Mail postcard.
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4:1 over the speed of the 
crank, it gets going quite 
fast. Centripetal force will 
very quickly pull all of the 
ink out of any pen, includ-
ing a Parker 61.  

The centrifuge pul ls 
ALL of the liquid out pens 
with internal collectors like 
a 51, 61, or the Sheaffer Imperial and Targa lines. If you want them 
to be really clean, f lush them with water, spin the pens, f lush and 
spin again.  

how to make your own
Parts needed:  
1 salad spinner 
1 long tapered plastic funnel from Wal Mart
2 tie wraps 
A hot glue gun is helpful
Total cost:  under $15.

Buy a salad spinner that’s as big as you can get. My first one 
is nearly 12 inches in diameter. The second, shown in these 
photos, is about 10 inches. Buy one that has a knob on the 
lid to spin the basket, not one with the mechanism that goes 
down the middle of the basket. It’ll get in the way. Your fun-
nel can be found in the automotive department at Wal Mart 
for about $2.  

Cut the funnel length so that it runs from the edge of 
the spinner basket to about the middle. I notched mine at 
the top so that I can grab a short pen or section more easily.    
Smooth the edges with a little sandpaper, or use a lighter to 

melt the edge of the plastic just a bit. I used a hot glue gun to glue 
the pen holder in the basket, and then wire ties (aka tie wraps) just 
for added security. I’m a pessimist, and don’t want the pen to go f ly-
ing because the holder broke loose.

Spinner, from  › › ›  17

Above: Salad spinner basket close-up showing acetate woven 
through ribs. Right: Salad spinner basket with pen holder.
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Top, Motorized spinner; 
bottom, motorized pen 
holder.
Opposite page: top, 
motor base; bottom, 
motor mount.
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 Making it motorized!
Once I started repairing pens full time, I found that the hand cranked salad spin-
ner couldn’t keep up with my output. So I built a motorized centrifuge, based on the 
design of one sold by Parker that’s now on the bench of Richard Binder. 

The motorized centrifuge is also relatively inexpensive to make, but requires 
a bit of lathe work. The centrifuge pan itself is a 12-inch cake pan from a craft 
store and the base is a stainless steel dog food bowl from the dollar store. I sal-
vaged a power cord from some discarded piece of equipment or a lamp; the switch 
and brass rod came from the hardware store. The pen holder i s a 51/21 desk 
set trumpet, the same as the one on the original Parker centrifuge. The motor 
came from a small 8-inch table fan that broke, using the connections for the low 
speed setting. You can use a replacement fan for a bathroom fan, available from 
an appliance parts distributor. I haven’t worried about the motor overheating at 
all, because the average run time is 10-15 seconds. Blotter paper is placed around 
the perimeter of the pan to catch the ink as it comes out of the pen. Yes, Virginia, 
you can still buy blotter paper at a big-box office supply store.

You may have to improvise a bit to come up with a holder for the motorized 
version.  Just make sure that the end is either small enough to stop a nib (as with 
the 51 trumpet) or make a stop to keep the nib from flying out the end.

The one part that you will have to make is the motor 
mount for the arm. This involves turning down some 
steel rod stock, and then drilling it to accept the motor 
shaft, the rod, and two holes sized and tapped to accept 
set screws to lock the parts in position. 

There are advantages to both designs. Obviously the 
low cost of the salad spinner centrifuge is an advantage. 
With its relatively large pen holder, you can clean out 
pens as big as a PFM or Sheaffer Legacy, but also some-
thing as small as the nib assembly from a Pilot Capless. 
The only pens that won’t work in the centrifuge are 
especially heavy ones, like a Montblanc 149.

Nothing extra is needed to hold the pen or nib assem-
bly regardless of size. The side walls of the holder secure 
the pen against the rotational forces, and the piece of 
plastic, whether a wide rib itself or a piece of plastic 
woven into the ribs of the basket in front of the holder, 
stops the nib or pen from going through the outside of 
the basket. Centripetal force will hold it in place, and 
the force applied to the tip of the nib as it spins is far less 
than that exerted when you write, so it’s not something 
about which to be concerned.

The only drawback to the motorized version is the 
size of the holder. You can’t use it to clean out a Parker 
Duofold Sr. or a PFM. They just don’t fit into the socket 
deeply enough to be secure.  I do use it to spin out Legacy 
nib assemblies, but without the barrel attached.   ✍

All rights reserved by the author.
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Going to the Supershow by Richard Jarvis

Suburban Washington was getting a beautiful preview of fall 
in August as the D.C. Pen Show came to town and the gor-
geous weather brought out heavy crowds for the Saturday 

portion of the show. As is usually the case, the Sheraton in 
Tyson’s Corner had extra help outside to direct traffic and assist 
pen seekers in successfully negotiating their first quest of the 
day—finding a parking spot!

The D.C. Supershow remains the largest show in terms of 
attendance with Saturday crowds always creating a lot of jostling 
in the aisles. As always, Sunday’s show is a little slower paced with 
not quite as many people in the rooms. The trading and pen talk-

ing began much earlier in the week, though, with some enthusi-
asts arriving as early as Wednesday and many coming into town on 
Thursday. Friday was a busy day for trading and pen talk.

Many manufacturers had displays at the show and were kept 
active talking about their pens throughout the weekend. Delta, 
Monteverde and Yafa occupied their usual spot near the front of 
the lobby while other manufacturers were scattered in the area 
leading into the two connected ballrooms that always host the 
show. Diplomat was one of the manufacturers in that row and the 
representatives at the table noted the company has returned to the 
U.S. market with lots of new models. Sailor, as always, was well 

The 2009 D.C. Pen Show
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represented at the show with an extensive display.
Inside the main rooms was a wide assortment of vin-

tage pens of all kinds. The Washington Supershow is 
always a magnet for international collectors and dealers 
and this year was no exception—despite some drop off 
from the economic crunch. Each year the show seems to 
bring more choices in international vintage pens with pens 
from the U.K., Germany and Italy well represented on 
tables throughout the room. 

The D.C. show also featured a number of new old 

stock Sheaffers on a table staffed by Jim Rouse as well as a 
good selection at other tables, such as Dan Reppert’s. It seems 
the closing of the Sheaffer Fort Madison facility has had the 
effect of putting many more Sheaffers from the 1970s through 
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the 1990s onto the market as old stocks of parts and mis-
cellaneous inventory were cleared out.

Another busy spot at this year’s show was the PCA 
table where Kim Svabik was juggling the duties of sign-
ing up new members and helping kids participate in the 
Pens for Kids program. All in all, DC once again proved 
to be a great pen experience for collectors both young and 
old.   ✍

All rights reserved by the author.
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O

From the presiDent

A LIBrArLY WIth No BooKS?

Okay, now I’m really steamed up. Have you heard this one?  

Courtesy of the Sept. 4, 2009 edition of the Boston Globe: 

“Officials at Cushing Academy, a prep school in Ashburnham about 90 

minutes west of Boston, are parting ways with their 20,000-volume library, 

but not with its contents. The school’s new “learning center” will have no 

books—they have been donated or discarded—but can all be accessed at 

computer kiosks where some of the book library was.

“Instead of a library, the academy is spending nearly $500,000 to create a 

“learning center,’’ though that is only one of the names in contention for the 

new space. In place of the stacks, they are spending $42,000 on three large f lat-screen TVs that will project data 

from the Internet and $20,000 on special laptop-friendly study carrels. Where the reference desk was, they are 

building a $50,000 coffee shop that will include a $12,000 cappuccino machine.”

And I thought I was hopeless before. I like fountain pens; I use a crank can opener. I don’t have a cell phone. 

But a library with no books? I’m sorry, that’s just going a bit too far for me. Where’s the Wayback Machine, Mr. 

Peabody?

As a matter of fact, the PCA Board of Directors is wrestling right now over a related matter. The magazine you 

are holding in your hands is the single most expensive item in the PCA budget. It requires a tremendous amount 

of work, not only to write and edit (thank goodness for our thoughtful and dedicated authors and editors), but 

also to produce, publish, and mail to you. Would our audience be better served with an electronic only version 

of this magazine? We are in the process of putting that information on the web, but maybe that should be the 

only medium? For the moment, we have decided to stay with this exact format, believing that there is something 

intrinsically and extrinsically wonderful about an object that delivers content in the hand and that can be referred 

to … without access to a computer screen. Your comments are welcome on this matter. Now, I’m off to turn the 
crank on my Model-T.

Carla Mortensen

[Editor’s note:  Please share your thoughts with us on Carla’s musings here. Should The Pennant go paperless? Why? 
Why not? This is the decision all of publishing is facing and we at the PCA are not immune to the forces that are 
squeezing all publishers—paper costs, printing costs and ever-rising mailing costs. But we are also beholden to you, 
our members. So, please write a letter to us with your thoughts. You can turn the crank like Carla and mail it to 
Richard Jarvis, Managing Editor, The Pennant, 1280 Parkmont Drive, Roswell, GA 30076 or, for you modern types, 
send it to wordherder62@gmail.com.]
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Check out a local pen club. Not listed here? Email your club information includ-
ing contact name, email and phone number to: info@pencollectors.com 

Join a CluB pCa inCome
statement

Baltimore Fountain Pen Society
Contact: Teri Lura Bennett 
LuraBennett@comcast.net 
website: baltpens.org

D.C. Metro Pen Club
Contact: Harry Shubin 
shubin@mwzb.com  
Ph: 703.812.5306

Florida Pen Collectors Club
Contact: Giovanni Abrate 
tryphon.it/fpc 
fpc@tryphon.it

Kansas City Pen Club
Contact: Dennis Bowden 
sales@parkvillepen.com

Las Vegas Pen Club
Contact: Debbie Lambert 
decula2@earthlink.net 

Long Island Pen Club
Contact: Nancy Handy 
nhandy@optonline.com

Michigan Pen Collectors
Contact: C. Eric Fonville 
fonville@comcast.net  
michpens.com 

Midlands Pen Club (Omaha area)
Contacts:   
Kim Sosin, kim@penquest.com  
or Carl Kibler, CAKibler@aol.com

Minnesota Pen Club 
Francis Bulbulian 
Ph: 615.645.2460

New Orleans Pen Club
Contact: Thomas Bickham 
tbickiii@hotmail.com  
Ph: 225.677.9448
N. Texas Fountain Pen Collectors
Contact: Lowell Lindsey 
 llindsey2@verizon.net

Ontario Pen Club • Canada
Contacts: Doug Ritchie/Mike Walker 
Email: pen@londonpenclub.com 
londonpenclub.com 
Blog: londonpenclub.wordpress.com

Ottawa Fountain Pen Society
Contact: George Cornwall 
bignib@ottawafountainpensociety.org 
ottawafountainpensociety.org

Pan Pacific Pen Club, 
N. California
Contact: Mark Helfen  
pppc@marketfire.com 

Philadelphia Pen 
Collectors Group
Contact: Robert Mand 
rmand@philadelphiapens.com 
philadelphiapens.com

Portland Pen Club
Contact: Carla Mortensen 
carla_mortensen@hotmail.com

Research Triangle Pen Club
Contact: Ross McKinney 
ross@rosspens.com 
Deb Kinney 
kinney@law.duke.edu

Richmond Pen Club
Contact: Sam Marshall 
richmondpenclub@marshall-assoc.com

St. Louis Area Pen Club
Contact: Kent Leichliter 
kleichliter@earthlink.net

Seattle Pen Club
Contact: George Long  
george.long1@comcast.net  
Ph: 206.365.5998

Southeast Pen Collectors Club
Contact: Mark Bacas 
mbacas@gmail.com

Southern California 
Pen Collectors
Contact: John King Tarpinian  
jkt@earthlink.net 
Fred Krinke 
fredspen@yahoo.com

Tampa Bay Pen Enthusiasts
Contact: Ray Roewert  
rroewert1@tampabay.rr.com  
Ph: 727.743.8890

Ordinary Income/Expense
   Income

Member Dues  $19,882
Advertising  8,992
Donations  250

  Total Income  29,123

  Cost of Goods Sold
Pennant  18,879
Membership Expense  3,421
Show Table  2,437
Editor Expenses  1,900
Library Copies  934
Pens For Kids  243

  Total COGS  27,816
Gross Profit  1,308

   Expense
Website Maintenance  13,230
Member Pins  1,642
Postage  1,174
Board Development  1,091
Corporate/Insurance  1,067
Paypal Charges  364
Supplies  200
Travel  189
Miscellaneous Expense  55
Bank Service Charges  10

   Total Expense  $19,022
Net Ordinary Loss  ($17,714)

   Other Income
      Interest Income    25
   Total Other Income    25
Net Loss  ($17,689)

For Nine Months Ending September 30, 2009
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Back issues of The Pennant are available. Most are photocopies. All are $10 each + $5 postage and handling in the U.S. per order,  
overseas postage will vary. All requests for reprints should be addressed to: 

Dan Reppert, PCA Librarian, PCA Library, P.O. Box 447, Fort Madison, IA 52627-0447; e-mail: wasp1908@mchsi.com

The PCA expresses its gratitude to the sponsors of the following pen shows for graciously donating table space. Thanks for your generosity!

 Show organizers are encouraged to submit show details for this column to the editor. 

Location and dates may be subject to change; please contact the show organizers to verify information below. The PCA keeps  
an up-to-date listing of current and pending U.S. pen shows on the PCA website: pencollectorsofamerica.com.

1993 — March, July, October 

1994 —February, May, August 

1995 —Spring/Winter, Fall/Winter 

1996 —Spring, Winter/Fall

1997 —Spring, Winter 

1998 —Spring, Fall 

1999 —Spring, Fall, Winter 

 2000 —Spring, Summer, Winter 

2001 —Spring, Summer, Winter 

2002 —Spring, Summer, Winter

2003 —Spring, Summer, Winter

2004 —Spring/Summer, Winter 

2005 —Spring/Summer, Winter

2006 —Spring, Summer, Winter

2007 —Spring, Summer, Fall

2008 —Spring, Summer, Fall

2009 —Spring, Summer, Fall

Philadelphia • Bert Oser 

Los Angeles • Boris Rice, Stan Pfeiffer, and Chris Odgers

Long Island • Terry Brack

Great Southeastern • Jimmy Dolive and Boris Rice 

Boston • Rob Morrison 

Chicago • Michael Fultz, Daniel Zazove, Donald Lavin 

Triangle • Terry Mawhorter 

Miami • Bert Oser

Portland • Carla Mortensen

Washington, DC • Bob Johnson

Michigan • Michigan Pen Collectors Club 

NYC/NJ • Mary Ann & Steve Zucker

Ohio • Terry Mawhorter 

DC Supershow
August 6–9
Sheraton Premiere Tyson’s Corner
Bob Johnson, 864.963.3834

Philadelphia
January 22–24
Sheraton Philadelphia City Ctr
Bert Oser, 800.82.7680

Los Angeles
February 11–14
Manhattan Beach Marriott
Boris Rice, 281.496.7152

Little Rock
March 12–13
Sam Highsmith

Long Island

March 27–28
Hofstra Univ. Student Center
Terry Brack, 631.235.4690
Mike Bloom, 516.505.5005

Atlanta
April 9–11
Crowne Plaza Atlanta Perimeter NW
Boris Rice, 281.496.7152

Chicago
April 29–May 2
Westin O’Hare
Don Lavin, 847.272.2745

Boston
May 15–16
Rob Morrison, 828.298.0331

Miami
July 15–18
The Biltmore Coral Gables
Bert Oser, 800.82.7680

DC Supershow
August 5–8
Sheraton Premiere Tyson’s Corner
Bob Johnson, 864.963.3834

Dallas
September 23–25
Sheraton Dallas North
Pete Kirby, 972.529.6364
Larry Bedinghaus, 972.529.5860
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BeXley
2840-B Fisher Street,
Columbus OH, 43204
614.351.9988

sanForD north ameriCa 
Parker, Waterman, Rotring, Sensa 
2711 Washington Blvd 
Bellwood, IL 60104 
800.323.0749 

stylus magazine
Fine Life Media
Suite 2-E, 363 Reef Road 
Fairfield, CT 06824 
203.259.8100   Fax 203.259.0847 

levenger 
420 South Congress Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33445 
561.276.2436      

The PCA invites pen manufacturers and wholesale pen distributors to be a 
Corporate Sponsor of the Pen Collectors of America.  

Contact Carla Mortensen for details: carlamortensen@hotmail.com. 

speCial memBership levels 

Upon initial membership, all levels receive a Welcome Packet:  three 
recent issues of The Pennant, lapel pin, and website instructions.
President’s Circle Level—$150 annually

Six issues of The Pennant, two of each issue
One free weekend trader pass at a USA pen show
Logo link on PCA website sponsor page
Two free Classified Ads in The Pennant
Fifty pages of free reprints from the PCA Library
Acknowledgment of sponsorship on website & The Pennant
Certificate signed by President
Free library downloads

 Sponsor Level—$75 annually
Three issues of The Pennant
Logo link on website sponsor page
Two free classified ads The Pennant
Ten pages of free reprints from the PCA Library
Acknowledgement of sponsorship on Website & The Pennant
Certificate signed by President
Free library downloads

 Regular Memberships
USA and Canada:  $40 per year or $105 for three years. 
International: $60 per year or $150 for three years.
Youth/Student: $20 per year, full-time student
or under 18 years of age. Three issues of The Pennant
One Free classified ad in The Pennant
Free library downloads

 Associate Membership—$20 annually
Additional persons in a household with a full member.
Full voting membership
Free library downloads
Excludes The Pennant and free classified ads

Members at special sponsor levels will receive certificates redeem-

able for classified  ads and library reprints at time of redemption. 

Certificates will be included in Sponsor Packet. 

The PCA membership year runs from January–December. 

Membership renewal notices are sent each November to those due to 

renew. If you join the PCA between Oct. 1 and Dec. 31, your mem-

bership is automatically extended through the following year. 

As a current member, don't forget to send any updated personal 

information to info@pencollectorsofamerica.com. If you've moved, 

changed your name, changed your email, added a FAX line, or 

made any other changes, it will not be correct in the listings unless 

you tell us! We are pleased to offer membership levels with added 

benefits. As a non-profit, all-volunteer organization, the PCA is 

only as good as the support it receives. Your contributions keep 

The Pennant arriving on your doorstep three times a year, help 

support the PCA projects and enable the PCA to continue to 

grow and improve. When you renew your membership this year, 

we hope you’ll consider one of our special new membership levels, 

which are detailed at the left. Even if your membership is not up 

for renewal, it’s easy to upgrade to one of the special membership 

levels—simply drop us a line or email us at: info@pencollectors.

com. Thanks for your support! 
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Dennis BowDen, a retired U.S. Postal Inspector 
and mostly retired criminal defense attorney, 
makes his home with his wife Madelyn in the 
Kansas City suburb of Parkville, Missouri. 
In add it ion to Shea f fer Conna isseurs , 
Dennis collects hard rubber pens with an 
emphasis on Waterman eyedroppers and 
Safeties. 

viCtor Chen recently retired from his position as Pro-
fessor of History at Chabot College. Chen 
continues his Tech Notes column, a regular 
feature in The Pennant.

william Cowell is an Audiovisual Preservation 
Specialist, Nixon Library, National Archives 
and Records Administration, College Park, 
MD. He has a small and varied collection of 
fountain pens, all of which he tries to write 
with. He does admit to real ly l iking the 
Targa by Sheaffer. 

Kate glaDstone teaches and remediates hand-
writing internationally, working and traveling 
from her home in Albany, NY. To better help 
left-handers, she taught herself to write left-
handed.

riCharD Jarvis has spent more than 20 years in jour-
nalism, including time as a newspaper reporter 
and editor. He has suffered from a life-long pen 
aff liction that seems to have no cure in sight. 
His collecting interests include vintage pens 
with stub and other specialty nibs as well as 
German piston-fillers. He lives in Roswell, Ga., 
and is a native of North Carolina. 

Kim sosin I have been a pen collector since elementary 
school, but didn’t realize it until 10 years 
ago when I started calling the accumulation 
a collection. My collecting focus is (mostly) 
on Conklin Crescents, but I also have a nice 
Parker 75 collection and all of the Sheaffer 
Skripserts but one (the gold masterpiece, 
anyone?).  I also can’t resist buying lovely 

new pens, so I suppose my collection should still be called an 
accumulation. I was professor of economics and chair of the 
economics department at the University of Nebraska Omaha 
until retiring in 2006.  I also created and maintain several web-
sites, including, for economic education, EcEdWeb (http://
ecedweb.unomaha.edu) and for pen showing, trading, and 
selling, PenQuest (http://www.penquest.com).  Although I’m 
retired from teaching, I continue to be involved in economic 
education projects and serve as the Executive Secretary for the 
National Association of Economic Educators. More details of 
my professional activities can be found at http://cba.unomaha.
edu/faculty/ksosin/web/sosinvita.htm. 

I’ve been the PCA board membership chairman for the last 
two years, and was also vice- president  this year. I continue to 
enjoy promoting the mission of PCA, helping pen enthusiasts 
join in our activities, and watching Pens for Kids create enthu-
siastic new pen users.  I thank PCA for giving me the opportu-
nity to promote this hobby and to promote pen collecting.  

ron zorn, owner of Main Street Pens, started collect-
ing vintage fountain pens in 1988. But after 
spending $120 in a big city to have a $20-
value Parker Parkette repaired, he decided 
that if he wanted to collect, he would have to 
learn to repair, and so plunged into the world 
of vintage pen restoration. He can be seen at 
most pen shows around the country, provid-

ing on-site pen repairs to show-goers.

DeDiCateD pCa memBer very interested in 
vintage pens, vintage pen collecting, vin-
tage pen ephemera, vintage pen magazines, 
and sharing their expertise and/or experi-
ence with pens with The Pennant by writ-
ing an article for their favorite vintage pen 
magazine.

?
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inKpen vintage Fountain pens 
Joel r. hamilton
1602 Arizona Avenue, Alamogordo, NM 88310
Phone: 575.491.3025  •  Email: inkpen5326@aol.com
sherrell tyree
10009 Roe Avenue, Overland Park, Kansas 66207
Phone: 913.642.3216
Email: st3836@swbell.net  •  Website: ink-pen.com
Repairs on most vintage pens, including Sheaffer and Parker Vacs, 
PFM’s, etc. Excellent communication and all work is guaranteed. 
“Your Pen Is Our Priority” 

ClassiC Fountain pens 
John mottishaw
717 N. Highland Ave. Loft #27, Los Angeles, CA 90038
323.655.2641  •  Email: sales@nibs.com  •  Website: nibs.com
Classic Fountain Pens specializes in nib repair and customization, 
including crack repair and re-tipping, to the writing style of your 
choice. We also make subtle adjustments to nibs, increasing f lex-
ibility and altering ink flow characteristics. We do these processes 
to new and vintage pens, when appropriate. For more information 
see the repair page on our web site: nibs.com or call or email.

pen haven  
Berton a. heiserman & louis woFsy
3730 Howard Avenue, Kensington, MD 20895
Home: Berton, 301.365.4452; Louis, 703.323.1922
Work: 301.929.0955  •  Fax: 301.365.4750
Website: thepenhaven.com
Email: bheiserman@comcast.net, or  lwofsy@cox.net
Specialties: Total restoration to all models. Plastic crack repairs. 
Replace bands, rings and crowns, Waterman 100 Yr. barrel 
ends and cap-tops. Plating. An authorized repair center for vintage 
Sheaffer pens.

gallery 9926 
ron meloChe
9926 Maine Ave.,Lakeside, Ca. 92040
Phone: 619.316.6577 • Email: rmelo12089@cox.net
Repairs on most pens including Parker and Sheaffer vacs as well as 
snorkels. Minor nib repair-straightening and smoothing. All work 
guaranteed.

main street pens 
ron zorn
Box 15533, Syracuse, NY 13215-0533
Phone: 315-727-3257  •  Email: ron@mainstreetpens.com
Website: mainstreetpens.com 
Repair and restoration of most fountain pens and filling sys-
tems, including: Parker Vacumatic and 51; Sheaffer snorkel fill-
ers, PFM’s and Vacuum Fillers. Crack and plastic repair as well 
as lathe work. Cap bands secured without the use of adhesives. 
One year warranty. An authorized repair center for vintage 
Sheaffer pens.

the Fountain pen reCyCler 
miKe Carter
Mail: P.O. Box 28083
Store: 7000 57th Ave. N., Ste. 103, Crystal, MN 55428
Home: 763.434.7921 Work: 763.535.1599
FAX: 763.535.1892
Email: carterinx@aol.com • Website: fountainpenrecycler.com
Repairs to all makes and models.Repairs on most vintage pens, 
including Sheaffer vacs–fast turnaround, excellent communication. 

riCharD BinDer
31 Fairmount Street, Nashua, NH 03064-2523
Phone: 603.882.5384
Email: richard@richardspens.com  •  Website: richardspens.com
Expert, respectful repairs on modern and vintage pens, including cellu-
loid and safe reblackening of hard rubber. Nib adjustment and repair, 
retipping and regrinding, custom modification including adding or 
increasing flex. An authorized repair center for vintage Sheaffer pens.

pentiQues.Com 
aaron svaBiK
PO Box 2866, Youngstown, OH 44511
Phone: 330-507-PENS(7367)
Email: Aaron@pentiques.com  Website: pentiques.com
Fastest turnaround anywhere. Superior customer service. Repairing 
all models including exotic filling systems. Specialize in plastic crack 
repair, lever replacement, reblacking. Extensive parts inventory. One 
year warranty on all work.

Fountain pen hospital
10 Warren Street, New York, NY 10007
800.253.7367 • 212.964.0580  •  FAX: 212.227.5916
Website: fountainpenhospital.com
Email: info@fountainpenhospital.com
Repairs & restorations for all pen makes, models and filling mechanisms.

the southern sCriBe  
riCK horne
104 Kingsbridge Drive, Carrollton, GA 30117
Home: 770.836.1245   FAX: 770.830.0110     
9 am to 5 pm EST Monday thru Friday
Email: penfix@thesouthernscribe.com
Website: thesouthernscribe.com
Expert repair on Eyedroppers to Snorkels, difficult & unusual repairs 
including cracks, goldplating, black hard rubber color restoration, 
mother of pearl and abalone panel replacement. Now re-tipping nibs.

Y
Advertise your pen repair service in our Pen Repair Directory. Your listing 
reaches nearly 1,100 members three times annually. $75 for three consecutive 
issues. Mail, fax or email your listing. Please include your name, address, 
phone number, e-mail and a brief description of your services.
PCA—Pen Repair Directory, PO Box 3324, Zanesville, Ohio 43702 
and fax 740-454-2314 (must call first to turn on fax) or email:  Terry 
Mawhorter, Advertising Mgr. tmawhorter@columbus.rr.com



The Pennant invites you to submit articles of interest to the PCA membership. 
Contributions should be submitted as email attachments, on floppy disk or on CD 
or DVD, using standard word processing software. 
Articles: We welcome articles dealing with pen collecting, writing instruments, pen 
manufacturers, ephemera, news about your recent finds, and Letters to the Editor. 
The Pennant “Author’s Guidelines” document is available upon request, and mem-
bers of the editorial staff and PCA Board are available to assist you. Submit your 
article in Microsoft Word or TextEdit. Please do not use auto-numbering or imbed 
your images in your text file.
Illustrations/Photos: When submitting images, be certain that they are scanned 
at no less than 300 pixels per inch. Photos look best on a non-reflective solid white 
background (lucite is good and foam board works well). If  white is not available, any 
solid color will do. Images may be submitted as email attachments or on CD as JPG 
images. We cannot use images imbedded in text documents or spreadsheets.
Deadlines: Available on request. Contributions are subject to editorial review and 
should be sent to: PCA, Attn: Editor, The Pennant, PO Box 447, Fort Madison, IA 
52627-0447 or via email to: editor@pencollectors.com. 
_______________
All opinions expressed in The Pennant are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent the opinions of the PCA, its directors, or members. 
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M A R K E T P L A C E

•

THE PCA BOARD

Vance Koven
vrkoven@world.std.com

Carla Mortensen 
carlamortensen@hotmail.com

Kim Sosin
kim@penquest.com

Aaron Svabik
aaron@pentiques.com

Richard Binder
richard@richardspens.com

Joel Hamilton
inkpen5326@aol.com 

Lisa Hanes
lisa.e.hanes@gmail.com

Bill Hong
WHong@ida.org

Deb Kinney
KINNEY@duke.law.edu

Buy • Sell • Trade in The Pennant Marketplace. Your classified ad reaches over 1,100 pen enthusiasts. PCA members are entitled to one or 
more free classifieds annually based on membership level.  Free ad may be up to 25 words in length. Marketplace ads $.50 per word. Deadlines 
for publication: Feb. 15, June 15 and Oct. 15. Mail to: PCA Marketplace, PO Box 3324, Zanesville, Ohio 43702 and fax 740-454-2314 

(must call first to turn on fax) or email:  Terry Mawhorter, Advertising Mgr. tmawhorter@columbus.rr.com.

June’s antiQue DesKstuFF  Parker, Sheaffer, 
Wahl-Eversharp, Waterman’s fountain pens, pencils & sets.  Leads 
& miscellaneous writing deskstuff. www.ocis.net/~hambrooq. 
learn italiC on your iPhone/iTouch!  ABC-BetterLetters 
program, developed by Kate Gladstone -- deeppocketseries.com/
better_letters.html.
selling pen ColleCtion & individual pieces. 
Excellent items in all price ranges; MB’s LE’s Omas Delta Parkers 
Watermans Pelikans Sheaffers etc. Seeking all Israel Jewish 
related pens. dovran@gmail.com +972 52 242 5784.
the write pen will treat your fountain pens to a day at 
the spa.  Restoration, polish, f low adjustment and nib smoothing 
all inclusive.  www.thewritepen.net

Custom niB moDiFiCations by Deb Kinney.  
Turn boring nibs into extraordinary writers.  Fast turn around, 
competitive prices and a proven track record.  Email debkinney@
alumni.duke.edu for information.
properpaDs.Com — Specializing in proper paper 
for your fountain pen.  3 different sizes, business cards,  personal-
ization always available!  Contact Lisa at sales@properpads.com 
wanteD: esterBrooK anD Relief pens and 
Renew-Points, eyedroppers or pens marked “Relief 314” and 
ephemera.  brian@esterbrook.net 
“visit penQuest (www.penquest.com) to buy vintage 
and gently used new pens.” 
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Todd Nussbaum
P.O. Box 32166
Mesa, AZ 85275

Email: pen-king2@cox.net
Website: isellpens.com

Erano’s Quarterly
Pen Review

Since you love vintage fountain pens!
Each quarter EQPR brings vintage pen lovers reports on  

pen shows, vintage pen reviews, contemporary pen reviews,  

lively essays, and articles on topics from ink to ethics, repair 

tips and a reader’s forum…all in full color! EQPR now offers 

vintage and contemporary pens for sale at discounted  

prices to subscribers. Subscribe now to get first choice and 

discounted pricing. Be sure to visit us at paulspens.com.

EQPR
PO Box 1385

Ballston Lake, NY 12019 
FAX 518-877-6309

Email: plerano@aol.com

Send personal check or money order for $25 for a  

one-year subscription or use Paypal with the above email 

address as payee.                   

In it’s Twenty-Second Year 
February 11-14, 2010 

(President’s Day Weekend) 
*Vintage and Modern Pens 

*Limited Editions & Inks 
*Reference Books & Inkwells 

*Papers & More 
 Ballroom Open:    

8AM, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
For Table Sharing 

Weekend Traders Welcome to Exhibit 

Public Show: Sunday 
February 14, 10am to 5pm 

Manhattan Beach Marriott 
1400 Parkview Ave. @ Rosecrans & Parkway 

Manhattan Beach,  CA 90266 
Ph: 310-546-7511 - Fax 310-546-7520 

Pen Show Rate:  $125/night 
Make reservations by January 19th  

Meal discount coupons and  
Hertz Car Rental Discount Coupons  

Bring your Valentine to 
The Show You Don’t Want to Miss! TM 

INFO: 281-496-7152 
E-Mail: LAPenShow@LAPenShow.com 

Details at: www.LAPenShow.com 
Be sure to check the web site for  

updated information as we near the  
date of the show 

  Co-Sponsors: 
Stylus, Delta, Monteverde & Conklin 
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Chilton Pens! 
                                     

Veteran collector seeks Chiltons 
scarce and rare pens, parts, nibs, ephemera
Will purchase or trade for above Special desires: Chilton 14k 

Wingflow nibs, (will pay $275 per nib), Wingflow pens in inlaid patterns “S” and “R”  
Will pay up to $300+ for 14K yellow gold or white gold Chilton Wingflow

nibs in excellent-to-fair condition. Please see Chiltonpens.com/wanted for details.

Bill Baisden
904.695.2777
Email: swinton2@comcast.net

Pen Haven
3730 Howard Ave • Kensington, MD 20895

Open: Sat–Sun, 12 p.m.–5 p.m.

301.929.0955
Fax 301.365.4750

Professional Repair & Restoration
Vintage Fountain Pens & Accessories
Berton A. Heiserman 301.365.4452

Louis Wofsy • 703.323.1922
Email bheiserman@comcast.net, or  

lwofsy@cox.net
thepenhaven.com
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Writing
Equipment
Society

Become a member of the Writing
Equipment Society, UK.
For just $65 a year or $160 for three years,
you receive three issues of The Writing
Equipment Society Journal, packed
with fascinating and informative articles on
past and current aspects of writing
equipment and ephemera. In addition, you
will have access to the many collectors and
dealers from the UK and Europe who make
up our membership.

membership@wesonline.org.uk

www.wesonline.org.uk

contact

http://www.1001inkbottles.com
http://www.1001inkbottles.com/ink_bottle_brands_index.asp

Largest collection of  
ink bottles in the world

Email: maxpen@wanadoo.fr

Ohio Pen Show
A premier vintage pen show

Nov. 4, 5, 6 and 7, 2010  
  Exceptional Pre-Show Buying ✒  40+ Tables Thursday, 160 Tables Friday
 Two Vintage Pen Auctions ✒  Seminars, Workshops & Parties
 Featuring Long Time Exhibitors ✒ Many Exclusive To The Ohio Show!

Public Show  160 Tables Friday, saturday and sunday
vintage and modern pens, inkwells, and a full range of pen related items

Crown Plaza Hotel • Dublin, Ohio
( 614.764.2200 or toll-free 866.372.5566)

Weekend Registration: $50
(Includes Significant Other And/Or Child)

Terry, Ben and Matt Mawhorter, Show Organizers

 Phone 614.619.5025 ✒ ohiopenshow.com  

SHOW PATRONS

 Bexley Pen Co. PenWorld Magazine Pendemonium
 Penopoly.com  Houndstooth Enterprises, Ltd. Representing Sailor Pen Stylus Magazine
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The Pen Mechanic
Repairs, most makes of vintage fountain pens & pencils

Specializing in Waterman’s Rivet Clips and 
 100-Year Pen Barrel End replacements.

Reasonable rates and fast turnaround.

Bill Enderlin
301.585.0600

P.O. Box 197, Kensington, MD 20895

E-mail: thepenmech@aol.com

• •
  Philadelphia 

Pen Show
January 22, 23 & 24 2010

Sheraton Philadelphia
City Center Hotel

17th & Race Streets
Just off I-676

Phone: 215.448.2000

Vintage Pens-Modern Pens
Seminars-Workshops

Pen Repair On Site

PUBLIC INVITED ALL THREE DAYS
10 am EACH DAY

Prize Drawings Saturday & Sunday
Contact: Bert Oser

BERTRAM’S INKWELL
202.409.6000 or 800.782.7680

EMAIL: oserb@aol.com
www.philadelphiapenshow.com

SHOW SPONSORS:

VISCONTI
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Inkpen Vintage 
Fountain Pens

Sales • Search • Purchase

Repairs on most vintage pens including  

Parker and Sheaffer vacs. 
ExcEllEnt communication

All work guaranteed

Joel Hamilton
575.491.3025

inkpen5326@aol.com

Sherrell tyree
913.642.3216

st3836@swbell.net

Visit our website

ink-pen.com

“Your Pen is Our Priority!”

Fine Fountain Pens  
& Writing Supplies

Norman G. Haase
hisnibs@hisnibs.com
www.hisnibs.com

 

FOUNTAIN PEN 
RESTORATION

R E PA I R  ~  S A L E S

Rick Horne
emai l :  pen f i x@ thesou the rnsc r ibe .com

104  K INGSBR IDGE  DR IVE
CARROLLTON,  GA  30117 

770 .836 .1245

FOUNTAIN PEN RESTORATION

R E PA I R  ~  S A L E S

Same ole’ face... different place.
Now celebrating 21 years restoring pens

Rick Horne - 
The Southern Scribe
is on the move...

Our new address:
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Society of Inkwell 
Collectors
Join Us!

Newsletter 

Convention 

Books & Accessories 

Networking

AlAn ZiMErlE, 3120 lOrEnZO lAnE, 
WOOdBinE, Md 21797, PhOnE 301.919.6322 

inkWEllsOciEty@AOl.cOM 
sOic.cOM



50 ml classic deco bottle – $8.40



T h e  s h o w c a s e  o f  f i n e  w r i t i n g  i n s t r u m e n t s

 Fine Pens, Accessories, Books, Corporate Gifts, Inks,
Engraving, Refills, Repairs, Tools & Calligraphy

Please call or visit WWW.FOUNTAINPENHOSPITAL.COM

and request our free 92-page catalog.

800-253-PENS | 10 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10007 | WWW.FOUNTAINPENHOSPITAL.COM
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